Making a Difference-The Crisis of Becoming: Reflections
on a Whiteheadian Spirituality
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Peace: Interests of the
Spirit
In Whitehead's opus, a conceptu
alization of the process of becom
ing out of this Spirit appears only
sparsely. Nevertheless, it has an
important place in the scheme
of his philosophy, namely when
he addresses the ultimate catego
ries on which he sees civilization
and any deeper development of
the cosmos as being based: the
concept, experience, and practice of Peace. "The experience of
Peace," Whitehead says famously
in Adventures ofIdeas, "is largely
beyond the control of purpose.
It comes as a gift. The deliberate
aim at Peace very easily passes into
its bastard substitute: anesthesia.
In other words, in the place of a
quality of 'life and motion', there
is substituted their destruction"
(Af285). Indeed, the Gift of Peace
cannot be controlled; any control
may transform Life in its "bastard
substitute": anesthesia, which is
nothing other than, and precisely,
the loss of the tension that is the
crisis of becoming; the collapse of
the difference of Life and death
into the death of becoming: the
death of future, novelty, creativity,
and depth.
If the experience of Peace intro
duces this tension of becoming
against the forces of its death, it
must cope with the deep differ
ences in a way that does not take
away the crisis, but transforms
it into a Life of "intentionality,"
thereby giving tension a direction,
a purpose, an aim. "Thus Peace,"
Whitehead further elaborates, "is

the removal of inhibition and not
its introduction. It results in a
wider sweep of conscious interest.
It enlarges the field of attention.
Thus Peace is self-control at its
widest,-at the width where the
'self' has been lost, and interest
has been transferred to co-ordina
tions wider than personality" (AI
285). The intention that removes
inhibitions-always followed by

What is the Spirit
that informs
Whiteheadian
spirituality? And
what, in light
ofthis Spirit, is
Whiteheadian
spirituality?
the shadow of its twin, "anesthe
sia"-does not remove "interest,"
but "the Self" that hinders the
tension to become productive of
Life. This Peace lies always already
beyond the self-interests of person
ality. In fact, this interest in Peace
is the crisis of personality.
It is precisely here, with this crisis
of Peace, that Whitehead situates the Gift of the Spirit, because
"[h]ere the real motive interests of
the spirit are meant, and not the
superficial play of discursive ideas"
(A/285). Spirituality, then, is to
follow the "motive interests of the

spirit" in the process of becom
ing that put us into the crisis of
becoming, the crisis of the Self
and of personality-the crisis in
the midst of the dangers of death,
of anesthesia, of the loss of the
Self for nothing, of the loss of
the interests of the spirit for the
"peace" of the grave, the dead past.
In its ecstasy of self-transcendence,
the Spirit shakes the rock of the
(pre)given; it unsettles the powers
of Being, it destabilizes the pow
ers of resistance to becoming in its
transformation beyond our Selves.
In order to analyze this White
headian spirituality of Peace, I will
lay out a map of three profound
elements of the Gift of the Spirit
that will form a landscape of ap
proaches to the Spirit of becom
ing: Polarity, Eros, and Place. In
the interaction of these elements
spirituality will reveal its White
headian flavor as experience and
practice of Self-Transcendence to
which in the end we then recur.

Polarity: Field of
Difference
If spirituality is the activity of the
Spirit, it always induces an experi
ence of being in the midst of the
crisis of becoming and, at the same
time, in a process that transforms
the hiatus, it opens into an inte
gration that again opens up a new
differentiation. Two elements ap
pear to constitute this experience:
becoming as the opening of differ
ence and becoming as the ending
of any mastering of this difference.
Indeed, in Whitehead's analysis of
experience as an event of becom-
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Every event is
the expression
ofa world
beyond itself
as the event's
own body.

ing, everything is situated in the opening ofdifferences. First, there is no
becoming that is not the Opening of the tension between past and future.
Every happening is only an event of becoming because its process is the
Transcendence of Being, past, history, and the "given" for an undecided
future, a realm of possibilities for this past to become what it when it has
become will be. Therefore, everything in experience is situated in a field
ofpolarities. This field is the process of becoming. Second, every actuality,
in becoming, is the Opening of the Difference between physicality and
mentality: past events and possible new realizations, physical experiences
of this past (actual entities) and mental experiences of abstractions from
these physical experiences (eternal objects) that allow for a new realiza
tion. For Whitehead, every event exists only as an actual entity (unity)
through the opening of the difference between physical experiences and
mental experiences and their process of unification. Every experience is
the feeling of other (past) actualities in their being in the space of unreal
ized possibilities, taken either from the unsettled past and drawn to its
repetition or as a gift of an unsettled future with the offerings of unreal
ized possibilities to become otherwise.
Whitehead conceptualizes this opening of differences as the fondamental
"dipolarity" of the event of becoming: the Field of Difference between
a physical feeling of an external, public past (of what has become) as
internal to a new event in the horizon of its mental feeling of possibilities
(as potentials for realization) . "Thus an actual entity is essentially dipolar,
with its physical and mental poles; and even the physical world cannot be
properly understood without reference to its other side, which is the com
plex of mental operations. The primary mental operations are conceptual
feelings" (PR 239). An actual event of becoming is everything in this field
of dipolarity between physical and mental pole and nothing without or
beyond it.
It is this dipolarity that expresses the fundamental tension which is the
crisis of spirituality: the tension between receptivity of the world and the
valuation of this world in a unique unification. "The bare character of
mere responsive re-enaction constituting the original physical feeling in
its first phase is enriched in the second phase by the valuation accruing
from integration with the conceptual correlate. In this way, the dipolar
character of concrescent experience provides in the physical pole for the
objective side of experience, derivative from an external actual world, and
provides in the mental pole for the subjective side of experience, deriva
tive from the subjective conceptual valuations correlate to the physical
feelings" (PR 277).
In the re-enactment, every event is the expression of a world beyond itself
as the event's own body. In the internalization of the world, bodily exis
tence in difference to the subjective valuation becomes the critical impulse
of becoming: we can either comply with the re-enacted world or re-evalu-
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ate it in such a way that it re-integrates uniquely in the new event. The
more we integrate an ever-diverse past in its diversity and otherness into
an ever more novel, unanticipated uniqueness, the more we realize the
gift of the Spirit. The more we are "concerned" with the world in the
process of internalizing and the more we release novel possibilities in its
integration, the more we not only intensify our own existence as events of
becoming, but also liberate a world beyond ourselves to which we tran
scend our Selves, transforming ourselves into moments of the enriched
becoming of Others.
This field of becoming, which is the tension between the poles, is both:
the opening of the difference and the intensification of the difference. The
crisis of becoming always situates existence always between the limits and
on the edges of collapse or explosion: too much past or too much novelty;
too much public socialization or too much privacy, too much repetition
or too much novelty. Spiritual development is, indeed, the high art of
balancing compassion for the Other with the stature of Uniqueness.
The field of difference is so profound that it becomes Whitehead's expres
sion of the fundamental structure of the universe as such: it reflects the
process of becoming-one and becoming-one-in-the-midst-ofmany, altered
by the many unifications as they loose themselves into the world beyond
their own becoming (cf. PR 21). It becomes the expression of the funda
mental difference between God and the World as the final "contrasted op
posites" (PR 348) in the process of becoming. And it becomes the expres
sion of the nature of God as the ur-difference of Primordial Nature and
Consequent Nature, of creation and salvation, of memory and initiation.
''Any instance of experience," therefore, is in this profound sense "dipolar,
whether that instance be God or an actual occasion of the world" (PR
36) .

If God is the
gift ofthe
initial aim of
the process of
becoming, this
becoming is in
its constitution
nothing but a
spiritual crisis.

In the field of polarity, the spiritual process of differentiation is an expres
sion of the nature of the World and God and their internal and interme
diate dipolarity; and God as Spirit reveals its character as Gift. "Thus the
universe is to be conceived as attaining the active self-expression of its
own variety of opposites-of its own freedom and its own necessity, of its
own multiplicity and its own unity, of its own imperfection and its own
perfection. All the 'opposites' are elements in the nature of things, and are
incorrigibly there. The concept of 'God' is the way in which we under
stand this incredible fact-that what cannot be, yet is" (PR 350).

Eros: Traces of God
If this Gift is Whitehead's concept of God (in which we are invited to
understand the process of difference) then it is precisely the difference in
the process of God and, consequently, the difference between God and
the World that marks its dipolarity as the process of the Spirit. In other
words: because in "every respect God and the World move conversely to
5
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each other in respect to their process" (PR 349) , the
Great Opening of the difference is not per se the dark
abyss of indifferent chaos, but that of a purposeful
openness. Because the "origination of God is from the
mental pole, [while] the origination of an actual occa
sion is from the physical pole" (PR 36), God becomes
the purposeful creator of the spiritual crisis, because
only in it we experience the trace of the Divine Eros
incarnating into the process of differentiation as the
fundamental expression of the depth of the universe.
If the "initial phase of each fresh occasion represents
the issue of a struggle within the past for objective
existence beyond itself,'' then Whitehead introduces
God as the "determinant of
the struggle" by being "the
supreme Eros incarnating
UJe
itself as the first phase of the
individual subjective aim in
the new process of actuality"
(AI 1 98). In other words: God
as Eros becomes the gift of
every event's "origin" in the
sense of the Great Opening
of Difference: the difference
between the event and the world (that has become) .
This difference is the process of becoming, and by this
incarnation ofdifference the process is characterized as
a spiritual process.

contrary, in its givenness by God the initial aim radi
cally marks the beginning of the event as a whole and
this whole in its uniqueness. This "immediacy of the
concrescent subject," then, is precisely what "is con
stituted by its living aim at its own self-constitution"
(PR 244) . Thus, while the dipolar field of differences
(between past and future, externality and immediacy,
objectivity and subjectivity) is a creative process that
in "its completion depends on the self-causation of
the subject-superject,'' the truly "initial stage of the
aim is rooted in the nature of God" (PR 244) . We are
traces of God.
Whitehead is well aware that if God is the gift of the
initial aim of the process of
becoming, this becoming is
in its constitution nothing but
a spiritual crisis. Because Eros
lures from the lost past into
an intense future, the intensity
to obtain, and the tension to
endure, will inevitably be tied
into the complexities of the
struggles ofthe past that seeks
recognition beyond itself
Hence, he articulates this "function of God" as gift of
difference to be "analogous to the remorseless work
ing of things in Greek and in Buddhist thought"
(PR 244) . Because the "initial aim is the best for that
impasse" of the past, the crisis may be that "the best be
bad," appearing as "the ruthlessness of God [that] can
be personified as Ate, the goddess of mischief" (PR
244) .

are "born"
to follow Gods
incarnation into the
World.

Whitehead conceptualizes this disturbance of Being as
God's gift of an "initial aim." This paradoxical notion
is in itself already an expression of the spiritual field
between beginning and end, initiation and purpose,
origin and finale. It is not only the verbalization of the
fact that every process, in order to begin, needs a hori
zon of purposeful unification or integration; it indi
cates even more profoundly that no event would begin
to become in the first place if it was not created by
the difference, the initial aim initiates, as the event's
possibly becoming purposeful. Hence "the initial stage
of its aim is an endowment which the subject inherits
from the inevitable ordering of things, conceptually
realized in the nature of God" (PR 244) . But because
the gift of the initial aim is the act ofthe constitution ofthe process itself, it is not an "abstraction,'' not
j ust a general "eternal object" issued by God. On the
6

Always in midst of this impasse, therefore, the spiri
tual journey will realize the trace of the Eros in the
dipolar field of solitariness and solidarity. "In its
solitariness the spirit asks, What, in the way of value,
is the attainment of life? And it can find no such value
till it has merged its individual claim with that of the
objective universe. Religion is world-loyalty." Spiritual
practice, Whitehead says in Religion in the Making,
will begin with the awareness that the "spirit at once
surrenders itself to this universal claim and appropri
ates it for itself" (RM 60) .
In solitude the trace of God reveals itself in the initial
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tivc i111111ort:1lity·· is nol jus1
inlCf]l f Cti\'C <.7.lt<g_OI'}'

~tu

of ('I liical

sclf-1muscc ndc11cc, but in its <.·on•
sciinJsly n11ticipa1ury rctilit..aliOn it

shoultl he con.siJ cr<...J an iutp-or1<1111 "Piri1 11;1I p r:iccicc l1y \\•hicl1
\V(' cxpi:ric:nc;c 1hat \\'l" '"hec1>mc
u 'bciug'; :ind l1h;u:J it hck1ng<> co

the 11:1cuh,_' of every 'bc:ing' d 1n1 i1
is :t po1cnli:1I IOr C\'c:ry 'bccon1ing"• {Pit '15) l•crv•nl h ~clf. I lcre,
p1c..:l~cl )'. <.lip·ol:u lty i) re<lli7.cJ .15 .1
p1occ~.., 11f.:.1•il'itual tr:i11~fC1 1'n1 .11i on:
\\'licrc '''C <.l.trc Ill cxp1.·licnl..:. ,ind
ti> 1u·.1ctlcc, .1 '"pcfi,hlng' of ( ~hcl
ab~ol u1c11~,.. of 1llc ScJrby ..lh1,•.
:11tai11n1cn1 ~,r•ubjc(:li \'t: i11uno1'l.1lhy"' (l'I{ 60). " In thl.\ (,pidcunl)
~C n \c, cntli ac1u.1I oc..::t1ion cxpcrl·
t·11ct'' ils o\vn <1hjcc:llvc lnl 111on11I..
lly" (l'R 2 16).
E~1:)cCiil ll )'

lo 111c t :lifl,1L1n c111ucx1,
thl' cri.si-: h:t' led 1c1 chc ' u spi«.:11111
th:11 uoc 1>( it" t HO:\I cl1crii.l11;:ll
norir.11, c1f1hc \von li Cll'h111u:111
liei n~' i.> in peril nfbchlg los1: 1hat
JlCl'\4U111uc1tl. Bui li1r \Vl1i1che;1d
1hc oppu~i 1e i.> true. ' Ilie .:u.:C<'f1•
1:1n cc l)r 1hc i;ii'1 <•I'1lie i.piri1u:il
cri.sis :i.o; :t 11rr>CQ.~ o( i.clf-1ru11i.c.•cn·
dc::nce, c\•en 10 1l1c poinl \vlicn:
1l1c Self is lt>SC in i1nn1or1.1li1y ui
irs \VQrth heyonJ itself, i.s the trur
O'tlll!fi11·t11111ion of :1 n:i'l\!e no1 iun o f
l)Cf:\(ln into .1 spiritually infOrmccl
uo<lcrs 1~1ndi ng of p<::rson:llil)•. In
ooc S<'1lsc, pc:rsc1n::ilirr \vo111d be
los<. nan1cl>• !lS "absoluccncss of rh"'
subject," \Vhich scc111s ro be bot ;1
\·arialion of th(" sublin1;icion of rh.;;
relatiouless "absolute" oneness so
problc111acic to the IOrotacion ol'

or
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n1onorhcisn1 in \\ hich ('°;od (rhc
$4.~l f) is <.:onsid(;rcd :1( "req uiring no
rclacions to any1hing beyond hin1·
$elf- {Al 169). Jns1cacl, in \X'hitchc<'td, peroon;:iliry <.:;;ln ;.1ppc;1r in
d 11: ((11\ICN I or1hc "nl U(\l;il in11n ;iUt'llCC" of :lll inSl<lJICC'S of hcco111iu g, \\·hic:h \V,1,1. e\'Cll the "'origin'' of
fUrn1atio11 of tlu: Chri.sLi:u1 l\OtiOll
of pcr.iCJU in the: JOCll inc Of the:
li-inhr a~ "ia n111ltipllcily in 1hc
n.1rurc
;ucl. en.:: Ii c:cunpc111c1u
hcing u11q11.11illcclly l)iv111c" (r\l
l (JI}). \\lif11 his lr.1 n~ fi,r1 11cd 110·
1io11 c•I per~onaliry. \X'hitchc:id b.
hl')IOtiC'llly c111 nu her fl l'rn grc111ntl.
lu.'('.111:-:c 1hc du:·t,f11gic:;\J 11 ..c of"pcr·
!'1(111" c.11uc· in l•l l)l•ing "s .111 cxprcs•
~i on "•>f 111u1u.1l lu11n.111c1h<0c 111 1hc
divine 11:11uh.:'" {Al 168).
<t

1

or(

If'. indcecJ, 111\lllHll i111111:uu.:1hc
1' ., t I1c " 1,.I1~ r.1 c 1 t' n' ~t1' ~" n I' person·
1!1)0d, \X/hi11.:IH:,1tl\ shlf'1 or 11\,t~c
t1r 1lii\ lll)titUI ill llt1.• t:l1lltt')(I •,f
du: spil'i1u.1I crli.i~. incli..-:ui11i:, d tL'
lo.... of 11b~c1l111cnc:.' .111d "c1liit :i.I
tli.::uh" of' 1lic Self :ts 1111.>111cn1:. •)f'
1ltc: t'lJllStilttfl/111 ••r i1 \ O\'IU hcLUlllp
Ing h«<)nlC"S 1111clc:r:u11111lahlc:.
lil$1C:.l<l •>f .;hu;uing "pcr~)n" In
1lu· h':1ln1
i1lcn1iry" 1lirC111Jth
,1 rcrnl,lllClll' ''fo rn1"- the 'iOul
(cf. Pit 104)-shc- bccC1n1e-: 1he
011)4'{ p1ccious cxp r<:S$io11 of the~
rl'al111 o l' the ~·h1Jf11. chc nexus of
tl1c £1kuo11ic "place,'' chc jll'Of<lt10C'I
"11:1tur:iJ 111:ul'iX IOr :ill ch iog~... 1hc
"n1ediun1 ufintcrconuu u nicalion"'
\\•hcrch)' "the 111311)' :1c111:1li1it's of
rhc physical ,.,,,,rid :is con1poncnUi
in each t>rher's n:1rures" (..\I 1.16).
()f rhi~ "pJ~ce" \'\lhicehcad ~:tys
th~r once \\le h:1ve lost sclf-rcfercnrial s11hjcc1iviry "1nd srl'uctur:1I
su.st<:n:1ncc :\Sha.sic n1on1curs of

.,f-..

the: no1ion o r j>1:rs011aliLy, chis
nexus bcco1ncs the expression o i
a "pcf:(onal i<lcncity (\\·hichl i.s the
1hing '"hicli ccceivc.s :ill occ:tsions
or the m:in'~ cxis1c11cc. It is there a.s
:l n;ttur:tl nla1rix for nll transitions
ofli(c, nnd is changed an<I variously tigurcll hr 1l1c thing'> lh:11: enter
i1 ; so thi\t it d iff{·r<> i11 i1s cllar.1crer
<ll tlill-::11.·nc tin1c.s. Since i( ri;cci\'CS
all n1:uu1c1 o r'cxpcricn<.:cs inro its
O\Vll un it)'. il Ul U:.1 itM:ll'l>(' b:lfC
of .111 fOr111s. \'V'l' i.lt:1ll not be fu r
\vro11b ,.,.e Jc)<.l'ibc it :i..' invi:iible.
(unnlcM, :u1tl nll ..rcL'cpliVc, h is ,1
l i>C:U~ \Yhlt.h 1 ~r.!ti!l l S • .ind ['l'C IVidc\
,111 c1npl:tcc1ucn1 ('(11' all 1J1c t)CCll·
~i e•n ') of cxp-cric11cc" (t\I I H7}.

1r

Spirit: Gi~ of Self·
Transcendence
l'l.'acc, Polnrily, Eu1,1.1 Pl:1~c. ~c:l f
•1 ·r:1n~<:c11dc11cc-t l1csc .11•c d ie
clcn1c1u:o. '''c Cl.)1IC<:.1c d . I 11 cheir
l i~lu \Vt' IU!I)' 110'\' •••,1( lll-_l,lli11:

\'(/hat
1
Is 1hc ~pirit d1:u i11ftlr111s \X 11i1cp
h~u l i;11 1 -:piri1u:11it)'? 1\nd \Vh.11, i11
liglu ui 1hi-: !'piril, 1, \'(lhi1chc:1di:\n s1•iri111:1lil)1 ? Jf' :.pil'it1111liry i5 the
Gif't the Spirh, il i~ ho1111hi4< p,ifl
i~ givco 1h:u fornls 111!1t11 h is (cf.
P l~ 23): i1 is; i;;ivcn in tht.• fol'nl of
1he trls/s ch~u 11<11 j11::t ncc(lnl1>anic!'
1lic p1occss of l,ccoo,ing, bur l1 its
vCI')' p roccs1;, its i11i1ialio11 :1od cntl.
i11b. cri.,is i:o. 1ltc optnlns of a cJjf..
l~rcntc ~o pru!Ound 1l1:1c il cl1at•
nc1erizc!i rc:1lir}' 1u s 11t·!J :inti in its
n10Sl' in1in1:ue concrcreness in ~ofur
:is ic is a prOC:C!iS of rite hccoming
of'l'k..-cornings and b.: "1 nexu.~ of
1>crishing in hccon1ing. rhe "c.-:S<:"ncc" of ,he ·'spiritu:il advcnntre"
(t\l 82), in \Xfh i1chc:ad's c;:ycs, i$
lhc tccognition a11(l affirn1arioo of

or

the thoroughgoing dipolarity of
Life and death and "becoming" as
the field of difference in between,
which is the cosmos.
On every level the crisis of differ
ence appears as the paradox of an
titheses not dissimilar to, or better:
precisely of the same order as the
Six Antithesis between God and
the World at the end of Process and
Reality when their metaphysical
function reveals what the spiritual
process is about: to be(come) a
transformation that induces "a
shift of meaning which converts
the opposition into a contrast"
(PR 348). And if in the final
analysis everything is embraced by
the dipolar field in which "God
and the World are the contrasted
opposites in terms of which
Creativity achieves its supreme
task of transforming disjoined
multiplicity, with its diversities in
opposition, into concrescent unity,
with its diversities in contrast" (PR
348), then this is the essence of the
spiritual adventure.
In the end, we are left with the
arch-difference that characterizes
everything; it is the only positive
nature of the Spirit, the Gift, and
its activity: the "two concrescent
poles of realization-' enjoyment' and 'appetition,' that is, the
'physical' and the 'conceptual"'
(PR 348). Spirituality, then, is the

actualization ofthe gift ofbecoming
in/between enjoyment and appeti
tion, both being paradoxically
differentiated in themselves and
mutually intertwined: Enjoy
ment only provides satisfaction in
transcending the Self that creates
itself out of the relations it enjoys;

and Appetition is the erotic urge
beyond the enjoyed world that
is always the beginning of the
adventure of becoming. Spiritual
transformation reveals this final
dipolar structure of the Gift to be
a process of Self-Transcendence.
In the complexity, in which both
Appetition and Enjoyment pre
suppose each other are mutually

God is Spirit
only in the
process ofthe
Gift of God's
own Self
Transcendence.
Spirit is God
beyond God.
immanent in one another, the
process of becoming reveals itself
as the process of the Spirit. It is
the process of the Spirit herselfas
their transformation in her own
nature-suggested by Whitehead
in referring to God's own dipolar
nature. Precisely by embracing the
process of the becoming (that is
the World) with the creative Ap
petition of the Primordial Nature
and the Enjoyment of this becom
ing beyond itself in the Conse
quent Nature, God is Spirit. But
God is Spirit only in the process of

the Gift of God's own Self-Tran
scendence: the "objective immor
tality in respect to his primordial
nature and his consequent nature"
(PR 32). Spirit is God beyond
God Or as Whitehead says, "this
'superjective nature' of God is the
character of the pragmatic value of
his specific satisfaction qualifying
the transcendent creativity in the
various temporal instances" (PR
88).
The transformative realization,
then, of this ultimate dipolarity of
the Appetition and Enjoyment of
God's nature beyond God in the
creative field of the World-Process
(which again is always already a
new realization of the difference
from God in the embrace of God)
indicates the spiritual process in
the World. It is the creative crisis
of this difference and embrace,
and the perpetual mutual transfor
mation of Appetition and Enjoy
ment into a contrast of integration
and dissolution, of Immediacy and
Immortality.
In spiritual practice, this multiply
intertwined field of difference and
transformation becomes most
visible in the most extreme dif
ferentiation of either Appetition or
Enjoyment, or their integration
as the practice of self-dissolution
into the non-difference of the
Eros opening the process in every
initial aim, or as the practice of the
"ethical death" whereby all becom
ing "enjoys an objective immor
tality in the future beyond itself'
(PR 230) . In the final analysis, it
becomes the realization of the ul
timate formlessness of the nexus of
the creative field that God as Spirit
9
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opens and embraces. The spiritual adventure, then, is i n experience and
practice the most intense, creative, and world-sympathetic realization of
the "self-enjoyment of being one among many, and of being one arising
out of the composition of many" (PR 1 45).

The spiritual
adventure, then,
is in experience
and practice the
most intense,
creative, and
world-sympathetic
realization ofthe
"self-enjoyment
of being one
among many,
and of being one
arising out ofthe
composition of
many.
"

Of course, if this is what Whiteheadian spirituality is all about, it will
most certainly leave us with another crisis. If, indeed, the Gift of the
Spirit is the transformative differentiation of Appetition and Enjoyment,
the process of Self-Transcendence will always hinder us in becoming
absolute; it will always relativize us; it will always take our youth and will
age it; it will always have a tragic side. In a shockingly peaceful poetics,
Whitehead envisions this tragedy at the end of Religion in the Making
by remarking that the "universe shows us two aspects: on one side it is
physically wasting, on the other side it is spiritually ascending. It is thus
passing with a slowness, inconceivable in our measures of time, to new
creative conditions, amid which the physical world, as we at present know
it, will be represented by a ripple barely to be distinguished from nonen
tity" (RM 1 60) .
The spiritual crisis consists precisely in becoming aware of this character
oflove as self-transcendence: "It is the feeling as to what would happen
if right could triumph in a beautiful world, with discord routed. It is
the passionate desire for the beautiful result, in this instance. Such love
is distracting, nerve-racking. But, unless darkened by utter despair, it
involves deep feeling of an aim in the Universe, winning such triumph as
is possible to it." Spirituality is always the Gift of this dipolar tension of
the Becoming-In-Between. It is the Gift of "the sense of Eros, hovering
between Peace as the crown of Youth and Peace as the issue of Tragedy"
(Af 289) .
Returning to the beginning again-and we are always spiritual begin
ners-we become experimenters in this sense ofPeace. This "sense," how
ever, is always a crisis in which we become aware, experience, and exercise
the ''Adventure of the Universe [as it] starts with the dream and reaps
tragic Beauty. This is the secret of the union of Zest with Peace: -That
the suffering attains its end in a Harmony of Harmonies. The immediate
experience of this Final Fact, with its union of Youth and Tragedy, is the
sense of Peace" (AI 296) that Whiteheadian spirituality is all about. Here,
of course, the sense of Peace will be a consequence of our activity that
desires its reality.

Learn morefrom the newest co-director ofthe Center for Process Studies this
summer when Roland Faber teaches 'Whiteheadian Spirituality: The Process
ofExperience and the Experience ofProcess "]une 1 1 - 15 at the P&F Process
Theology Summer Institute. More information on page 33.
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